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Learn How To Distribute and Monetize Your
Content Easily And Profitably Through This
Platform
Opinions revealed by Entrepreneur factors are their own.
You’re reading Entrepreneur India, an global franchise of Entrepreneur Media.
In the age of growing tech awareness and digital penetration, online material has acquired amazing
appeal amongst the new-age social media users and influencers. As more individuals are engaging online
with their preferred social media influencers, the need for imaginative material is escalating. However,
numerous developers are still unaware about how to generateincomefrom their material regardlessof
being effective in material development and fan generation.
Looking at the restricted material moneymaking alternatives readilyavailable in the market, businessowner
Abdalla Khafagy developed a material moneymaking and circulation platform Lewk to back the modernday developer economy and bridge the space for social media. He was signedupwith by co-founders
Diego Gonzalez (Chief Growth Officer), Aigars Veiksins (Chief Information Officer) and Karol Stanczak
(Chief Operating Officer) who included worth to the organization with their experience in the crypto area
and influencer marketing.
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Abdalla began his journey in the marketing and crypto area veryfirst as a Head of Community and lateron
as Global Director of Community at Crypto.com where he got first-hand experience in service growth and
structure worldwide neighborhoods. He likewise has the experience of serving as Operations Manager for
MENA, at TikTik, where he had the possibility to link with Celebrities, Micro & Macro Influencers and saw
from extremely close their battle for producing earnings through material. Even previously the ideation of
Lewk, he was able to develop a neighborhood of over 100k active fans on his social media which made
him understand the challenges of influencers and publishers alike. So, he signedupwith hands with his cofounders to resolve this concern of material moneymaking through his ingenious platform Lewk.
Each of Lewk’s co-founders is a social media and blockchain veteran who dealt with Influencer Marketing
for market giants like Binance, TikTok, or Crypto.com. Riding on their previous experiences and specialist
insights, they developed an actionable roadmap to increase the material economy and renew the
influencer marketing market. Lewk is a blockchain-powered platform that allows you to work with your
existing social media platform and develop moneymaking chances. With Lewk, influencers and material
developers will be able to upload their videos and start earning from them. The platform will likewise
empower developers to mint their video concepts as NFTs to resell them to other developers and make
royalties. Content developers will get paid for up to 10 million views their material gets on Tiktok or Twitter
over a 7 day duration. Short videos are going to be the veryfirst type of supported material.
Talking about Lewk, Founder Abdalla Khafagy states, “Lewk brings all the similar developers lookingfor for
moneymaking under one umbrella. With a special lineup of includes we are working on, material
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moneymaking, forming patterns and cooperation inbetween developers will be simpler and muchfaster
than ever.” “Additionally, Lewk likewise allows developers to get contributions from their fans and fans with
leastexpensive costs in the market thanks to blockchain innovation, which is likewise something that
makes us stand out” included Co-founder and Chief Growth Officer, Diego Gonzalez.
Lewk likewise offers brands and publishers with a special chance to expose their marketing project to
developers on a worldwide scale. “Using Lewk, brandnames will be able to conserve a lot of cash and
time in finding the right material developer or influencer for support their projects. Our Publishers
Marketplace links the dots inbetween the developers and publishers,” stated Co-founder and Chief
Information Officer, Aigars Veiksins.
The developer economy is moving promptly which is why the developers and brandnames should keep up
with the patterns to keep on amusing the audiences. “Lewk offers fans simple gainaccessto to their
preferred content, surfing by classification and finding comparable types of material made by similar
developers. They can now link with their preferred developers and assistance them with contributions,” Cofounder and Chief Operating Officer, Karol Stanczak included.
Lewk’s ingenious platform is an simple method to bring material from all social media platforms together in
one location to construct an appealing portfolio and display the finest pieces of material in front of the
publishers and users. As the barriers to material development are getting lower with technological
development, Lewk is paving the method for transforming material circulation and moneymaking for
material developers and influencers.
Note: Investment in cryptocurrency or digital properties is topic to danger and readers oughtto do their
own due diligence. Entrepreneur Media does not back any such financialinvestment.
Source: Learn How To Distribute and Monetize Your Content Easily And Profitably Through This
Platform.
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